
INTRODUCTION:

The industrial and scientific importance of organic crystals is revealed in various fields (pharmaceutical, biology,material science , etc…). Comprehension of the precipitation and
crystallization process in those material is of great importance, however the mechanisms behind those process are not well understood; usually the different reaction steps are
studied with cryoTEM which does not allow to reveal the real kinetics of the reaction. Recently , the possibility of using new type of sealed liquid cells (LC) to observe samples in
liquid environment within the TEM microscope, has greatly advanced our knowledge on the crystal growth and the study of chemical reaction pathway for organic materials.
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Liquid cells (LC-TEM) are sample holders designed to be  
used for TEM observation of liquid samples, allowing nano-
objects, aggregates, and agglomerates in liquid samples  
to be imaged and characterized in TEM microscopes with  
subnanometer resolution, and many previously unseen  
materials dynamics have been revealed [1]. LC- TEM has  
been applied to many areas of research, ranging from  
chemistry to physics, materials science, and biology.

ORIENTATION / PHASE MAPS IN LIQUIDS  WITH TEM MICROSCOPE

NanoMEGAS TEM equiped with ASTAR  
in Brussels Reseach facility

Using the ASTAR device (NanoMEGAS) [2] allows to scan the beam over a samle of several µm2 using
precession diffraction. We have used ASTAR interfaced on a Tecnai 200 KV microscope (Univ. of
Picardy, Amiens, France) to generate for the fist time orientation and phase maps of gold (HAuCl4)
nanoparticles in water , within a Poseidon Liquid cell holder (liquid spacer 150 nm, step size 3 nm,
field of view 450 nm x 450 nm).
This result opens enormous possibilities for in situ analysis of crystal growth and phase maps of
several materials formed during chemical reactions within LC-TEM.

3D  DIFFRACTION TOMOGRAPHY IN LIQUID CELL

○ CONCLUSIONS

Liquid Cell (LC-TEM) in TEM microscope allows to monitor “in situ/in vivo” reactions in liquid media and
obtain images and orientation / phase maps of crystals down to 2-5 nm . In addition , is possible to obtain
electron diffraction, EDS and EELS spectroscopy and monitor efficiently crystal nucleation and
crystallization pathways. Our case study regarding nucleation of liquid mixture of organic perylene diimide
has shown very different crystal growth/nucleation kinetics between LC-TEM and standard crystallization
conditions.
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For observation, the loaded liquid is confined between two
Si3N4 electron transparent membranes (thickness of 50
nm), where the spacer (distance between both
membranes) has a range of 200 nm to 5 microns.
LC-TEM are compatible with EDS, EELS and electron
diffaction (ED) experiments, being true microreaction
chambers for countless experiments in materials,chemical
and biological research.

Figure1 (Left) Typical LC TEM holder  
(Poseidon , Protochips company)  
(bottom) from left to right : BF-
TEM image of gold particles within  
water,ASTAR orientation maps of gold  
particles (center), ASTAR phase map  
(right)

Water

Using 3D Precession electron diffraction
tomography (PED-ADT) on nanocrystals (50-
500 nm), 3D reconstruction of the reciprocal
space can be performed even in the presence
of liquid by tilting the sample and recording ED
patterns every 1 deg of tilting [3] (Fig.2).

Such Reconstruction of 3D reciprocal space
from a single nanocrystal leads to direct unit
cell parameter and crystal structure
determination.3D tomography data collection
can be used to collect data from +-60 deg
range, that includes enough ED reflections for
structure determination.

Electron Crystallography can be therefore the
method of choice for searching new API
polymorphs and solving their crystal
structures

2.93 1.6 2.4 14We performed PED tomography data acquisition for Bi Fe W O sample within LC-TEM (liquid was
ethanol). During sample tilting (-60 o to +60 o / PED 1o ) ED patterns were clearly visible (Figure 3) and  
match correctly the unit cell a=12.46 Å, b=12.44 Å , c=7.20 Å α=90.0o, β=90o, γ=90.0o

Figure 3 Bi Fe W O2.93 1 .6  2 .4 1 4

sample within LC-TEM (top)  
and corresponding ED  
pattern (bottom)

Figure 2 LC-TEM schematics  
(top) and concept of 3d  
diffraction tomography  
experiment (bottom)

CASE STUDY : CRYSTALLIZATION STUDY OF ORGANIC  MOLECULES IN LC-TEM

The crystallization mechanism of a simple aromatic compound (perylene diimide), has been studied
by employing direct structural imaging using cryo–TEM (Figure 4) [4]. In order to get better insight
for “in situ” crystallization mechanism we have studied crystal growth of the system in acqueous
solution using a liquid cell (LC-TEM)

Figure 4. Schematic representation of crystallization pathway of perlylene dimide (left) three main stages of  
continuous order development are depicted : initial densification, early ordering and evolution of molecular order and  
morphology
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Figure 5 Crystal growth experiment of perlylene diimide with LC-TEM at different time frames. Small crystallites  
(25-50 nm, see arrows) are alreadty formed at the beginning of the reaction (t= 320 min). However , no further  
crystal growth is obseved after several days.
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In order to evaluate crystal nucleation of perylene
diimide in standard reaction conditions (eg not in
confined LC space) we examined in TEM several
samples taken during different reaction times
(Fig.6 a-e). Samples were dried and put in standard
TEM grid.

Figure 6 Crystal growth experiment of perlylene diimide (standard crystallization conditions) at different time frames (a-e)  with 
cotrresponding ED patterns. Crystallization pathway /crystal nucleation emerges after 13 h and is different (regarding 
size/shape of crystals) in  comparison with one happening inside LC-TEM .

In order to monitor presisely crystal nucleation of
perylene diimide in standard reaction conditions (Fig. 6)
we have used Electron Pair Distribution function (e-PDF)
[5] and evaluate early crystallization. In Fig. 7 we can
observe structural features (see arrow) that possibly
emerge after 8 h reaction time.

Figure 7. e-PDF graphs generated from electron diffraction  patterns 
of fig. 6 a-d showing interatomic distances  (corresponding to G (r) 
peaks) corresponding to short range order  distances up to 6 Å)

G (r) comparison  
(QM A X  = 13Å-1)
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